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Our goal for BLING is to investigate the feasibility of
blockchain technology within maritime port logistics and
supply chain.

Maritime industry
1. Maritime industry is complex logistic

2. Issues that global supply chain faces:

environment of numerous of parties with

• Slow and outdated ways of handling documents

interactions between each other

• Complexity of tracking and work the disputes
• Low availability of analytics and digitalized data
management

Governance layer

Transaction layer

Logistics layer

Blockchain for
maritime industry
What blockchain can give to the industry?
It can connect actors through information technology platforms and
store data without thirds parties;
It can speed-up the existing network of maritime actors with
automation and internal algorithms.

3
preliminary
conclusions

Conclusion one:
Diversity of blockchain scenarios
Ø

We made an overview of blockchain initiatives in maritime sector and logistics

Document workflow management:

Financial processes:

Device connectivity:

Projects that shift document exchange
and communication to digital format

Projects that speed-up payments
between the cargo sender and receiver

Projects that improve control at the
port area and make the whole supply
chain traceable

(e.g. TradeLens, ROboB)

(e.g. 300 Cubits TEU, Cargoledger)

(e.g. T-Mining, Portchain)

There is a potential to optimize logistics industry and situation at the port

Conclusion two:
Previous attempts prior blockchain

Document workflow management:
Projects that shift document exchange
and communication to digital format

Port Community System
We to studied and
compared the concept of
blockchain and the PCS

Centralized system that established a
port network, tries to collect and
redirect it to required parties
depending on the tasks

(e.g. TradeLens, ROboB)

A combination of the best practices from both approaches can be the key for industry adoption

Conclusion three:
Governance is the key
Within maritime ports in Denmark, the following is uncertain:
• Low level of digitalization
• Poor communication between port actors
• IT and data collection are not prioritized
Technology is not the barrier.
Barrier is within organization and communication issues.
Technology will not see the light before these are solved.

So how can we overcome these?
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